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Activity Six
a)  Answer the following questions in complete sentences to help you 

gather information to conduct a survey.

 i) How do you conduct a survey? List the steps.
  _________________________________________________________________________
 ii) What do you do after a survey? List the steps.
  _________________________________________________________________________
 iii) How do you decide on what type of graph to use and why?
  ________________________________________________________________________
 iv) What four questions would be good questions to ask your class and why?
  ________________________________________________________________________
 v) Did you ask the same questions as a classmate? Why or why not?
  _________________________________________________________________________
 vi) How does using a graph solve a problem?
  ________________________________________________________________________
 vii) What word problem can you create that involves making a graph?
  ________________________________________________________________________
 viii) What kinds of graphs are used on the internet to provide information?
  _______________________________________________________________________
 ix)  What mistakes can be made when making a graph that would make 

information harder to understand?
  ________________________________________________________________________
 x)  What programs can you use on the computer to assist you in creating a graph?
  _________________________________________________________________________
 xi)  What is the most important part of a graph? Compare your answer with 

your classmates.
  ________________________________________________________________________
 xii)  Why might someone want to collect data about the kind of shoes kids 

wear? Explain.
  ________________________________________________________________________
 xiii)  If a restaurant did a survey of your class, what do you think their question 

might be? Why?
  _______________________________________________________________________
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Activity Five

5A

a)  Look at the chart below, then answer the following questions.

 

Oranges     

Peaches   

Watermelon     

Strawberries      

 i) What kind of graph is this? ____________________

 ii) What does this graph tell you? ____________________

 iii) What is missing from this graph? ____________________

 iv) What can you do with the information now? ____________________

 v)  What questions were probably asked to get 
this information? ____________________

 vi)  Suppose the surveyor asked students to list 
favorite fruits. What was the most liked fruit? ____________________

 vii)  Suppose the surveyor asked students to list 
favorite fruits. What was the least liked fruit? ____________________

 viii)  How many more people like strawberries 
than peaches? ____________________

 ix)  How many more people like watermelon 
than peaches? ____________________

 x) What two fruits were liked equally? ____________________

 xi)  How many total people were surveyed for 
this chart? ____________________

 xii)  What is the ratio of people who liked 
strawberries to people who liked oranges? ____________________
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a)  How much do you know about graphs and charts? Answer the following 
questions to see what you already know about graphs and charts.

 i)  The information you have collected for a graph has values from 5 to 75, 
what scale would you use on a bar graph?

  __________________________________________________________________________

 ii)  You have information that you wish to compare the similarities and 
differences, what graph or chart would you use? _________________________

 iii) What graph would you use to show parts of a whole? ____________________

 iv) What is the title on the graph for?

  _________________________________________________________________________

 v) What do the labels on the axes tell you about the graph?

  _________________________________________________________________________

 vi) What kind of graph is represented in symbols? ____________________________

 vii)  What is the term to show the difference between the smallest and the 
greatest numbers in a set of information? ________________________________

 viii)  What kind of chart would you use to record how many people like 
something before graphing it in a bar graph? ____________________________

 ix) What is the term for asking people their opinion? _________________________

 x) What is the defi nition of the median? ____________________________________

 xi) What is data? ___________________________________________________________

 xii) How is a bar graph and a line plot the same and different? 

  _________________________________________________________________________

 xiii) What is a tally mark? 

  _________________________________________________________________________

ow about graphs and charts? Answer the following

Activity Four
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Activity Three
a)  Elvira and Henry went ten pin bowling. Each pin is worth one point.  

Elvira’s score was 95 and Henry’s score was 90 after ten frames of 
bowling.

 i)  What is one possible combination of scores 
for Elvira’s game? ___________

 ii)  What is one possible combination of scores 
for Henry’s games? ___________

 iii) Who has the highest score? ___________

 iv) Who has the lowest score? ___________

 v) What is the range between scores? ___________

 vi)  What was Elvira’s average score per frame 
of bowling? ___________

 vii)  What was Henry’s average score per frame 
of bowling? ___________

 viii)  Elvira had a score of 89 before the last frame. 
How many pins did she knock over in that frame? ___________

 ix)  Henry had a score of 85 before the last frame. 
How many pins did he knock over in that frame? ___________

 x)  How many more pins did Elvira knock over than 
Henry in the game? ___________

 xi) How many total pins did Henry and Elvira knock over? ___________

 xii) What is the ratio of Elvira’s score to Henry’s score? ___________
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Activity Two
a)  The pictograph below shows the number of pizzas that were ordered for 

lunch by each grade of an elementary and middle school.

 Pizza Ordered For Lunch

  i) What does this graph represent? ___________
 ii) How many pizzas were ordered in total? ___________
 iii) Which grade(s) ordered the most pizza? ___________
 iv) Which grade(s) ordered the fewest pizzas? ___________
 v) Which two classes ordered 24 pizzas in total? ___________
 vi) How many pizzas did grade 4 order? ___________
 vii) How many more pizzas did grade 3 order than grade 1? ___________
 viii)  If each pizza has eight slices and there is enough to 

serve students exactly two slices with none left over, 
how many students are in grade 6? ___________

 ix) Which grade ordered 18 pizzas? ___________
 x) Which grade ordered 6 pizzas? ___________
 xi) What two grades ordered the same amount of pizzas? ___________
 xii)  Two grades had classes out of school on fi eld trips. 

Which two grades probably had this? ___________

Kindergarten  

Grade 1   

Grade 2  

Grade 3      

Grade 4        

Grade 5          

Grade 6     

Grade 7         

= 2 pizzas
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Activity One
a)  Look at the chart below, then answer the following questions.

i) What type of chart is this? ____________________
ii) How is information used in this type of chart? ____________________
iii) What does this chart represent? ____________________
iv)  Is this the right chart for this information? 

Why or why not? ____________________
v) What chart would you use? ____________________
vi)  What was the question to get the information 

for this chart? ____________________
vii)  What title would you use for each section? 

Put your titles on the chart above. ____________________
viii)  Is there anything besides titles missing 

from this chart? ____________________
ix) Write three things you know from this chart. ____________________
x)  Was this a survey or fact question to get this 

information? Explain. ____________________
xi)  What do the words in the bottom right circle 

have in common? ____________________
xii)  What do the words in the bottom left circle 

have in common? ____________________

Tiger, Lion,
Puma, Leopard

Calico, Tabby,
Persian, Siamese

Beagle, Mastiff,
Shepherd, Pug

FREE!    
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1a)  The pictograph below shows the number of birthdays 
the students of Mr. Lee’s class have each month.

 Ex:  How many more students have an October birthday 
than a January birthday?  7 more students

i) How many months are shown on this pictograph? __________

ii) Which month had the greatest number of birthdays? __________

iii) Which month had the fewest birthdays? __________

iv) Which winter month had the most birthdays? __________

v) Which summer month had the most birthdays? __________

vi)  How many students have a birthday the same month as you? __________

vii)  How many more students have a December birthday than a 
November birthday? __________

viii) What two consecutive months have a total of 7 birthdays? __________

ix) August has twice as many birthdays as which month? __________

x)  How many total birthdays are found in the second half of the year? __________

xi) How many more birthdays are in September than August? __________

xii) What months have only fi ve student birthdays? __________

Warm-Up Dril l Sheet # 1
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6a)  The pictograph below shows the number of birds 
each student saw on their bird watching trip.

Ex: Who saw 16 birds?  Thomas and Verna

Bird Watching

 = 4 birds

Thomas    

William         

David   

Shayna       

Frederica     

Verna    

i) How many birds did Thomas see? _______________________________
ii) How many birds did William see? _______________________________
iii) How many birds did Shayna see? _______________________________
iv) How many birds did Verna see?  _______________________________
v) Who saw the most birds? _______________________________
vi) Who saw the fewest birds? _______________________________
vii)  How many more birds did Frederica see 

than Verna? _______________________________
viii)  How many more birds did William see 

than David? _______________________________
ix)  How many total birds did Thomas and 

Shayna see? _______________________________
x) Who saw 12 birds? _______________________________
xi) Who saw 20 birds? _______________________________
xii) How many total birds were seen? _______________________________

Timed Dril l Sheet # 4
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4a) The graph below shows the number of books sold at a 
book fair from 2007 to 2011.

i) How many books were sold at the book fair? ________________

ii) How many books were sold in 2007? ________________

iii) How many books were sold in 2008? ________________

iv) How many books were sold in 2009? ________________

v) How many books were sold in 2010? ________________

vi) How many more books were sold in 2008 than in 2007? ________________

vii) How many more books were sold in 2009 then in 2008? ________________

viii) How many fewer books were sold in 2010 then in 2009? ________________

ix) How many more books were sold in 2008 and 2009 then in 2007? ________________

x)  How many books were sold in 2011? ________________

xi)  How many more books are expected to sell in 2011 then in 2010? ________________

xii) What year sold the most books? ________________

xiii) What year sold the fewest books? ________________

xiv) What two years sold the most overall? ________________

xv) What two years sold the fewest overall? ________________

Warm-Up Dril l Sheet # 2
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11a)  Each letter of the word MATHEMATICS 
is written on a card and placed 
in a cloth bag. Cards are chosen 
at random from the bag. Find the 
probability that the card chosen 
will be the following.

Ex: The letter “M” or “A”.   4 in 11

i) The letter “A”. ________________________________________________

ii) The letter “C”. ________________________________________________

iii) The letter “E”. ________________________________________________

iv) The letter “M”. ________________________________________________

v) The letter “T”. ________________________________________________

vi) The letter “I”. ________________________________________________

vii) The letter “H”. ________________________________________________

viii) The letter “S”. ________________________________________________

ix) A vowel. ________________________________________________

x) A consonant. ________________________________________________

xi) A letter between A and M. ________________________________________________

xii) A letter between N and Z. ________________________________________________

Timed Dril l Sheet # 7
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Review A
a) The following numbers are placed in a bag. When choosing a number from the bag, 

what is the probability that the following will happen?

i) What numbers are you mostly likely to choose? _________________________

ii) What numbers are you least likely to choose? _________________________

iii) What is the ratio of 7’s to 5’s? _________________________

iv) How many odd numbers could be chosen? _________________________

v) How many even numbers could be chosen? _________________________

vi) What is the probability of choosing an odd number? _________________________

vii) What is the probability of choosing an even number? _________________________

viii) What numbers are less likely to be chosen than an 8? _________________________

ix) What numbers are more likely to be chosen than a 3? _________________________

x) What is the probability of choosing a two digit number? _________________________

xi) What is the probability of choosing a single digit number? _________________________

xii) What is the ratio of odd numbers to even numbers? _________________________
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Review C
a) A standard dart board is shown to the right.

i) What is the probability of hitting any number on the dart board? ___________

ii)  What is the probability of hitting a number on the bottom half of the
dart board? ___________

iii) Is it likely, unlikely, certain, impossible to hit a bull’s-eye? ___________

iv) Is it likely, unlikely, certain, impossible to hit a bull’s-eye fi ve times in a row? ___________

v)  Is it likely, unlikely, certain, or impossible to hit an even number 5 times out
of ten shots? ___________

vi)  What is the probability of hitting an odd number, not including the
bulls-eye? Explain as a ratio. ___________

vii)  What is the probability of hitting an even number not including
a bulls-eye? Explain as a ratio. ___________

viii)  If the score of the fi rst fi ve shots was 86, what numbers did the shooter hit?
Show one way. ___________

ix)  If the score of the fi rst three shots was 42, what numbers did the shooter hit?
Show one way. ___________

x)  If the score of the fi rst four shots was 36, what numbers did the shooter hit?
Show one way. ___________

xi)  If the score of the fi rst two shots was 21, what numbers did the shooter hit?
Show one way. ___________

xii)  If the score of the fi rst six shots was 79, what numbers did the shooter hit?
Show one way. ___________

©
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Review B
a)  Tad rolled two standard dice twelve times. He calculated the total number of each  

two-dice combination and wrote down his results in the chart below.

Roll Total Roll Total Roll Total
1 5 5 7 9 8
2 7 6 9 10 5
3 11 7 2 11 7
4 6 8 12 12 9

i) Which total did Tad roll the most? _________________________

ii) Which totals did Tad roll the least? _________________________

iii) How many odd numbered totals did Tad roll? _________________________

iv) How many even numbered totals did Tad roll? _________________________

v) How many times did Tad roll a 5? _________________________

vi)  What are two possible dice pairs 
Tad could have rolled for Roll 12? _________________________

vii)  What are two possible dice pairs 
Tad could have rolled for Roll 4? _________________________

viii)  According to these results, which total is Tad most
likely going to roll? _________________________

ix) What fraction of the rolls were even numbers? _________________________

x) What fraction of the rolls were odd numbers? _________________________

xi) What two-dice combination numbers were not rolled? _________________________

xii) How many rolls did it take for Tad to roll an even number? _________________________RE
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Review B Review C15.

a)
i) Steadily increased.

ii) 72 burgers

iii) 135 burgers

iv) 15 more burgers

v) Thursday

vi) 30 burgers

vii) 55 burgers

viii) Sunday

ix) Friday

x) Thursday and Friday

xi) 45 burgers

xii) Monday

22 23

16. 17.

a)
i) 1 in 21

ii) 2 in 21

iii) unlikely

iv) likely

v) likely

vi) 1:2

vii) 1:2

viii) Answers may vary. 
Possible answer includes: 

20, 20, 20, 10, 16

ix) Answers may 
vary. Possible answer 
includes: 10, 20, 12

x) Answers may 
vary. Possible answer 
includes: 10, 10, 10, 6

xi) Answers may 
vary. Possible answer 

includes: 10, 11

xii) Answers may 
vary. Possible answer 

includes: 20, 20, 10, 10, 
10, 9

a)
i) Water Toys

ii) Toy Cars

iii) 4 Board Games

iv) 8 Flying Discs

v) 7 toys

vi) 16 toys

vii) 6 more Flying
Discs

viii) 3 more Board
Games

ix) Board Games

x) Toy Cars

xi) Dolls

xii) Water Toys, Dolls,
and Toy Cars

a)
i) 41 ft (12.6 m)

ii) 31 ft (9.4 m)

iii) 44 ft (13.5 m)

iv) 33 ft (10.1 m)

v) Christian for
throw 1 and 2;

Winston for throw 3.

vi) Christian

vii) Winston

viii) Amanda

ix) 1 ft (0.3 m)

x) 1 ft (0.4 m)

xi) Amanda and
Winston

xii) Martina

a)
i) 5 or 8

ii) 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 or 9

iii) 1:2

iv) 5

v) 5

vi) 5 in 10 or 1 in 2

vii) 5 in 10 or 1 in 2

viii) 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 or 9

ix) 5 or 8

x) 0 in 10

xi) 10 in 10 or 1 in 1

xii) 5:5 or 1:1

a)
i) 7

ii) 2, 6, 8, 11 and 12

iii) 8

iv) 4

v) 2 times

vi) Answers may vary.
Possible answers

include: 5, 4 or 6, 3

vii) Answers may vary.
Possible answers

include: 3, 3 or 5, 1

viii) 7

ix) 1/3

x) 2/3

xi) 3, 4 and 10

xii) 4 rolls

©
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17a)  Four students competed to see who could throw 
a ball the farthest.

Student Amanda Winston Christian Martina
1st Throw 11 ft

(3.4 m)
11 ft 
(3.4 m)

12 ft 
(3.7 m)

9 ft 
(2.7 m)

2nd Throw 10 ft 
(3 m)

12 ft 
(3.7 m)

15 ft 
(4.6 m)

11 ft 
(3.4 m)

3rd Throw 10 ft 
(3 m)

18 ft 
(5.5 m)

17 ft 
(5.2 m)

13 ft 
(4 m)

There are two ways the students can win.
1st – distance per throw
2nd – overall distance of all throws

i) What was the total distance that Winston threw the ball? _________________________

ii) What was the total distance that Amanda threw the ball? _________________________

iii) What was the total distance that Christian threw the ball? _________________________

iv) What was the total distance that Martina threw the ball? _________________________

v) Who won for distance in each throw? _________________________

vi) Who won for overall distance for throwing the ball? _________________________

vii)  Who had the largest difference between the fi rst throw
and last throw? _________________________

viii)  Who actually threw better on the fi rst throw than the last throw? _________________________

ix)  How much farther was Winston’s last throw than Christian’s
last throw? _________________________

x)  How much farther was Martina’s second throw than
Amanda’s second throw? _________________________

xi)  What two students threw the ball the same distance during
one round? _________________________

xii)  Which student saw his or her score increase by two feet
during each round of throws? _________________________

Timed Dril l Sheet # 11
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